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Philotechne - an old, forgotten idea1
Philotechne - the friendship with craft - is an old idea 2, but one which has not been
much cultivated by the lovers of knowledge, by philosophers. Philosophers have
forgotten what to do with their hands. Craftwork binds the three basic questions of
philotechne: What are things?, How are things like when they are in a good state?
How can we produce them beautifully?, i.e. episthemic, ethical and aesthetic
questions as practical challenge, as work; and as collaboration of head, heart and
hands. Craftwork is, at its best, educative work. We can use it as a methodological
mirror to cross-enlighten modern industrial labour and its three cousins - science,
politics and the fine arts.
Modern craftspeople do not dip their hands into clay. They are producers who produce
social situations in which all the three questions of philotechne are posed and solved.
To be an expert (i.e. a person wise through experience), knowing is not enough. The
questions of truth, goodness and beauty, abstracted from craftwork, as a result of the
first modern industrial production, have to be embedded back into everyone's labour
again. This is the new poetics of communities - poeta faber – which we need in the
industries based on knowledge and commons.3 It is then a negation of negation of
traditional craft. A negation which "does not re-establish private property for the
producer, but gives him individual property", a property, "which is proper to the
proper subject" 4, i.e. the general intellect of producing commons.

The classical roots
The demiurge - the public craftworker - was the very starting point of doing
philosophy. In classical philosophy, poiesis, craft, the art of making things, posed a
challenging conceptual problem: how to account for the fact that women and slaves
engaged in craftwork that produces, makes visible, something new and
unprecedented. This had to be explained away, demanding supermundane ideas
(Plato) or the supernatural productive ability of nature (Aristotle). Otherwise there
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would have been no escaping the admission that slaves and women were giving birth
to something that was non-divine and/or non-natural, in other words human. This was,
naturally, beyond the pale in a slave society. Thus, it was precisely the possession of
concepts, or, more precisely, the mastery of the linguistic articulation of concepts and
the associated social practices that distinguished a free man from a slave. Craftspeople
of those times had – as ever – thoughts with hands and hands that thought, that is
abilities to make or craft things. For the purposes of making things, those concepts
took the form of, and adopted a mode of, an existence in a feel for the making of an
artefact. The associated concepts often lacked even an oral, let alone a written,
expression. In those days craft was still mute.
The love of craft, philotechne, has experienced a very different development than the
love of knowledge, philosophy. In classical culture, the love of knowledge ennobled
both the knowledge and the person possessing the knowledge, whereas the love of
productive craft could either ennoble both the skill and the craftsman to divinity, or
condemn them to slavery as products of nature. Hephaestus and Athena not only
philosophized in their divine chambers atop Mount Olympus, but also
philotechnicized. The Iliad (Books V, VIII, and XVIII) describes, for example, how
the gates of heaven would open automatically when the divine chariots were
approaching. Hephaestus, the god of blacksmiths, made tripods that moved
themselves, autómatoi, in the residences of the gods. And these were not merely toys
or divine hobbies since they were associated with the same nobility and divinity as the
results from philosophizing, knowledge. They were divine high technology. Later,
Plato used the expressions philotechneín, philótechnos and philotechnia in various
contexts.5
The question, asked by the lovers of knowledge, of the origins of knowledge was
answered when an earthly, common craftsman was raised to heaven to become a
divine demiurge. For both Plato and Aristotle, the basic metaphor for understanding
philosophy, or the entire world, was craftsman-like production, not a lover of
knowledge strolling in an olive grove.
Plato did not consider nature or material (physis) as the source of form and the
direction of movement, i.e. life. They were brought to earthly life ab extra as the
divine craftsman's (demiurge's) gift from the world of ideas. Aristotle, on the contrary,
relied upon nature: it works like a craftsman. Nature has an inert mover, which is part
of nature's own way of functioning. Nature produces the best results itself. Outside
help is not needed because nature works like a demiurge, a craftsman, the source of
life.6
Over time, demiurge became theourge, denoting someone who creates and produces
from nothing, ex nihilo. Later, creationism generated theology, the study of a god. 7 In
our minds, we still have the image of God as a craftsman who worked six days and
rested on the seventh. It was not until the Enlightenment and the modern era that
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theology and knowledge, and with them the divine and the nature-based demiurge,
were separated. However, let us not jump ahead of ourselves.
Philosophy did not examine craftsmanship for its own sake, from the inside, as the
work of hands, and the condition of one's life. Such conditions were external,
hypothetical, and given. They could only be understood by participation
(praxis/mimesis), through poetry. The starting point for forming the concepts related
to the understanding of the world and human life was referring to something that is
not present directly, but through references (theoria/sophia), i.e. something that is
expressed in educated discussions. Thus, philosophers failed to study the core of
craftsmanship where concepts are tacitly formed through non-verbal experience, and
where, therefore, the experience cannot be directly communicated to others. 8 Craft
was mute. The concepts of craftsmanship and craftwork were rooted in experience,
which was rooted in the space, tools, and facilities in which it was performed. In order
to recognize the concepts embedded in a tripod, one had to make them. The way for
the earthly demiurge to structure the surrounding world was by changing it through
production and thus revealing the potential beauty of the world (poiesis/techne).
Although the craft of production was, in many respects, mute at the time, it was also
already a method, a process: from raw material to an end product, an artefact. Unlike
knowledge, craft referred to something that was directly present: a situation, a realm,
a workshop. This craft accumulated through situation-dependent experience as the
relation between form and content. Understanding the world and life is not enough to
produce and change the world. Everyone had to produce their own life. Production
(poiesis), or slave labour, provided the foundation for both such development and the
development of know-how (theoria/poiesis). When potters work clay, giving it a
form, the potters themselves become in-formed: they learn what is possible and
impossible with the various kinds of clays that they use. At the same time, they learn
what is possible and impossible for themselves as craftsmen. Furthermore, through
practice, they learn how to stretch these limits to serve their goals. Thus, the potter
learns by making. It is not just about forming the images in one's mind (Bildung)9, but
about forming oneself through forming the world – about the sense of life, having a
hold on life and the world (poiesis/mimesis).
When building the work cycle, the craftsman has to ask no fewer than three questions:
What are things? How are they when they are well? How can they be beautifully
produced? He has to include three sets of concepts in the inner relationship:
theory/inactivity (skhole)/epistemology; praxis/goodness/ethics; and
poiesis/beauty/aesthetics. The craftsman describes, values, and changes the world in a
beautiful manner, here and now. The methodology of craft, philotechnia, is the
general study of changing the world. Essentially, craft is richer and more concrete
than knowledge. It requires solving, one way or another, the interdependency between
episthetics, ethics, and aesthetics. The solution has to be made while producing here
and now yet in a generalizing and adequate manner.
A philotechnician constructs the theory/praxis/poiesis relation on the basis of poiesis:
the aim is to produce something beautiful from something already existing, instead of
ex nihilo. Thus, episthetics, ethics, and aesthetics are built-in conditions of work,
often without a verbal form and attached to a certain time and place: the true, good,
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and beautiful in a given situation.
This construction requires reliance on nature. Craft 10 meant bringing out the true,
good, and beautiful in accordance with nature. Nature works the same way as the
craftsman does, it works with him. To produce is to produce together. However, a
craftsman can never tell whether or not nature always works for him. He can only
trust in nature's promise of the true, good, and beautiful. Thus, craft is about mythos,
or linking processes together11; it is also about building the place for production, such
as the smithy; and about power, trust, and happiness; work and life, working life. The
materialization of the craftsman's sense of situation (poiesis/mimesis) in the artefact
verifies mythos and it appears as the feeling of good life management, deliverance,
and happiness.
The philotechnical methodology forms the realm or cycle where the classical
understanding about the changing of the world occurs, i.e. the causalities involved in
the change. Consider the example of a hammer. From the Aristotelian perspective 12,
the reason for the hammer's existence is fourfold: 1) the material reason, i.e. the iron
it is made of, 2) the formal reason, i.e. the form the iron takes in the hammer, 3) the
relevance, i.e. what the hammer was made for, and 4) the contributing reason, i.e. the
craftsman who made the hammer. Thus, the reasons for the hammer's existence are
embedded in the hammer and its usage: the reasons are revealed by examining its
place in the system of production. Defining the reasons is a matter of deduction, or
reasoning, but only within this realm of activities. Its constitution did not require
divine ideas or nature's inner demiurge, but a generalization based on one's own
experience of how nature works in various situations. Thus, a craft, or a professional
skill, is a fundamental skill. A hammer is not just a hammer since it plays a part (Beispiel) in the constitution of life.
The Birth of the Modern Era
The theoretical foundations of the modern era lie deep in the Middle Ages. 13 At that
time, scholasticism sought desperately to find a synthesis between rationality and
religion, philosophy and theology. Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274) was one of the
developers of the synthesis. He supposed that because God is almighty, his absolute
power (potentia absoluta) cannot be limited by the finite human rationality. Thus,
Aquinas considered that God had, by exercising his absolute power, voluntarily
restricted his ordained power (potentia ordinata) in a manner that was understandable
to humans. William of Ockham (1285–1349) broke this synthesis by claiming that the
only reason for God to create was his own. God cannot be confined even to his human
creations, and, therefore, he has an absolute will. Thus, every order can be broken or
reconstructed at any given moment. Hence, theology is more powerful than
philosophy, and nature cannot be trusted to support reason.
Thereafter, the breakdown of the domination of theology began to show elsewhere. In
Nicolas of Cusa's (1401–1464) 1450 dialogue between a layman (idiota), a
philosopher, and a rhetorician the craftwork of a wooden spoon is discussed. To the
layman, the making of the spoon meant self-comprehension and self-esteem. The
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spoon could not have been an imitation of nature (imitatur naturam). It was not a
triumph of craft. However, it was something that was absolutely new with no preexisting model found in nature. Thus, our layman did not observe nature or the
cosmos to find his own place in them. Instead, he observed the world of humans' own
achievements (solo humana arte), a world which is produced solely by humans
themselves. According to Hans Blumenberg14, Cusa's dialogue was among the first to
describe, in a positive manner, the imitation of nature and/or God giving place to a
human craft. The break was not started by art or science, which, after all, share the
same origin with theology. A whole new generation of thinkers was needed: Bacon
(1561–1626), Galilei (1564–1642), and Descartes (1596–1650) came to fill the void.
Nominalism's rigorous thesis about God's absolute will destroyed the trust in nature
and its rationality. The frightening and oppressing irrationality had to be controlled in
some way.
René Descartes sought and found what seemed to him a solid foundation for human
freedom and the management of nature: ego cogito ergo sum. When nature does not
have a divine spirit, humans can subjugate it to their power. Thus, the idea of God's
absolute power declined: God became a being, separate from humans and life. As a
separate being not dependent on the self, God can be examined and the question of
God's existence can be approached. The result: "that hypothesis I do not need"
(Laplace). When nature was no longer rational and God was declared useless,
building a deductive world order and conception of life was no longer feasible. Bacon
made the method of study radically inductive: understanding the world began from
material reality rather than from rational principles. Nature thereby gives the
researcher and research feedback that must be heeded. Thus, a new smithy, a research
laboratory, and a craftsman were created. The researcher of nature became a selfdenying craftsman in two ways: first, he placed himself conceptually outside nature,
in a universal position, as a god in relation to nature, outside human communities
(theoria/praxis). Second, he did not trust himself as an observer, for he had to
discount his own subjective experience. Observing had to be dedicated to
standardized research equipment and situations that are not dependent on the
researcher. Life had the same fate as God. Life resulting from work became the object
for research and came to be over-analyzed. The relationship to life remained only via
equipment, not by feel (theoria/poiesis). Only measurable force and movement were
left from nature's feedback, in-form. Truthfulness was conceptualized in relation to
movement and force, and truth shrank to reality, it was no longer a fact (Tatsache).
This reality has only an external connection to goodness and beauty. A laboratory
links theory, inactivity, and poiesis together without having an internal relationship
with the target, nature: "We must put nature on the rack and force her to answer our
questions" (Bacon).
Later, the modern era saw the development of nation states and capitalism. The
downside of national science and art projects was the forced deformation of
craftsmanship into paid work. The only thing left from craftwork was the use of force.
Craftsmen and the rural poor became the labour force for the industrial system. For
most people, life happened outside of work. At the same time, national institutions
were created for science, art, and politics – as well as for the labour force and labour
market.
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The national bourgeoisie considered paid work as the exterior condition of their own
existence (praxis/mimesis). The art favoured by the bourgeoisie detached itself
institutionally from craft. The production of meanings, as presentational goodness and
beauty, began craftwork-like and in the spirit of romanticism. The national golden
ages of art displayed already forgotten peoples in art galleries and, later, in museums.
Soon the presentational goodness and beauty ceased to refer to a target, and Pandora's
box of semantics was opened: the presentational began referring to another
presentation. Nature, the people, and life pulled away from the realm of experience.
They were superseded by languages, symbols, and meanings (Bedeutung) without
experience (Sinn), or experience without meanings. Most importantly, the production
of meanings rapidly became part of industrial activities where craftsmanship no
longer had a place. This was the beginning of the golden age of the cultural industry.
Breaking the Shackles of the Modern Era
If the classical economy was based on agriculture and hand tools, the first modern
economy was based on machines and machinery. Later, machines learned to use
languages and languages learned to operate machines, and thus, languages have
become a central instrument for production. A texture of machinery and languages has
been formed: machines cannot survive without languages, nor can languages survive
without machines. Instruments of the activities and communication of working life are
becoming intertwined. They are becoming the stages of a single work process. In
recent years, the concept of work has included the requirement of learning – learning
at work. Thus, it has now become possible, in principle, to restore the three
fundamental elements of craftsmanship to work: the productive inactivity, the
experimental and detective play, and the beauty of production. This would require
restructuring paid work from the perspective of the economy of time 15.
The fluency of the manufacturing processes has become the central, sometimes almost
the only, criterion for the modernization of labour. Thus, the episthemic, ethical, and
aesthetic concerns of work remain outside the manufacturing process. Their
methodological exclusion from work eliminates the possibility to evaluate paid work,
which is a concept generated by industrialization, from a historical, and, thereby, a
future perspective.
Along with the technical development, the subject of production has, in many
respects, been transformed to accompany the manufacturing process, to direct the
production, to become an expert. Mere knowledge is not enough for such expertise.
As part of globalization, economic life has witnessed the division of ownership,
companies and factories, leading them to becoming each others' external conditions.
Furthermore, such a deepening division seems to reconstruct the relationship between
paid work and entrepreneurship in a fundamental manner. 16
Craftwork as methodological mirror
Examining the question of the form of work requires craftsmanship as a
methodological mirror. It is not about romanticizing or glorifying craftsmanship, but
taking the entire human, with head, hands, and heart, into account in the structuring of
work. In European cultural history, the duration and richness of craftsmanship, in
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comparison to the short and austere tradition of paid industrial work, has an
unmatched history. The latter cannot be considered rich, at least not from the worker's
point of view.
Using craftsmanship as a methodological mirror brings episthemic, ethical, and
aesthetic challenges to the methodological centre of the development of work, thus
making them the internal conditions of such development. The economy of time
becomes fundamental in the development of work in regard to individual tasks and
the whole work community, as well as the distribution of work within the economy in
question. A radical development programme of work is also a programme that breaks
the abstract fluency of production. It is a programme that aims to thoroughly plant the
true, good, and beautiful into work through reconstruction of the economy of time.
Time needs to be reclaimed, for everything else depends on it. For philosophy and
philotechne, all this means at least one thing: if they and the institutions supporting
them, i.e. universities and other institutions of higher education, fail to defend,
support, and promote the educating nature of all work, or educating work, they cannot
continue as the promoters of education and humanity.

Theory, praxis, poiesis
As we have seen, modern industrial labour has its historical roots in the classical triad
of theorie/praxis/poiesis (as spaces: skhole/polis/oikos) and in the three forms of
reason (nous theoretikos/praktikos/poetikos).17 Synthesis between head and hand –
Being and Making, theorie and poiesis – leaves out the third element, the heart,
questions of Doing, praxis and ethics. Synthesis between head and heart - theory and
praxis - without hands is also abstract. We need to pose three questions to open up the
horizon of philotechne: What are things? (theory), how are they when they are good
(ethics), and how could we produce them according to the laws of beauty (aesthetics).
This tradition of philotechne, love of craft, is in fact older than the friendship for
knowledge (philosophy), but its history is part of the history of craftwork. The history
of craftwork is a fundamental part of the European tradition of work. In this tradition
work is not a question of an occupation but of a vocation.
Nevertheless, even at that time craft was already a method, a means, a route from raw
materials to making a product, an artefact. Unlike knowledge, craft refers to
something that is immediately present, to a situation, a sphere of activity, a workshop.
Where a knower is faced with a single question, i.e. How are things?, masters of a
craft must ask themselves no fewer than three questions as they construct their sphere
of activity: What are things? How are they when they are made well? How can they
be made artfully? Thus, the master of a craft describes, evaluates, and changes the
world in a beautiful manner, here and now, but in what is nevertheless a valid and
universal way. The methodology of craft is nothing less than a general theory about
world-making.18
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In modern times, via enlightenment and capitalism, we have lost the common basis of
the triad, of head, heart, and hands, i.e. the core idea of craftwork. 19 Culturally, as a
fruit of the philosophy of the Enlightenment, we are under pressure to persist in this
omission. We can go so far as to say that the first industrial revolution dismantled the
central moments of craftwork, turning them into opposites, severing theoria, praxis
and main part of poiesis (aesthesis) from craft work, reducing work to the creation of
physical force, the labour force.
On the other side of the coin, in the nation states, science and scholarship, politics,
and the arts all acquired corresponding institutions, which then became the loci of
externally conducted research into labour and externally fostered the protection of
labour – which among other things, led to the emergence of scientific methodologies
of labour research. The result is that episteme, ethics, and aesthetics do not have any
common core any more. As mere labourers, we do not have a view of the production
of commons. The main opportunity provided to form social bonds is to make choices
on the terms of the market, and to labour for money to pay for those choices. But as
common experts in the knowledge-based society – as modern craftworkers – all
labourers need a new solution, poeta faber, reunification of theorie/praxis/poiesis.20

Nous poietikos, producing reason as a new general intellect
The etymology of the concept ‘commons’ hints at the resources provided by nature
being limited: we must deal with an undersupply of water (commu-) or food
(commo-). So there is the negative myth (Rousseau) of the birth of community. With
Peter Linebaugh’s idea of “commoning”21 – that we are discussing not only questions
connected with dealing in natural or social resources but also the production of
commons/community – we have not yet opened up a positive horizon. We can find it
in the manifesto of 1848: There will be “associations, in which the free development
of each is the condition for the free development of all.” Here we have a positive
criterion for the communities producing commons.
How, then, do the commons we are producing all the time – we open the zone of
development and hope for our children or fellow-citizens to form the same horizons
as ourselves, i.e. we produce common values via our living work – turn out to be bare
commodity, bare values mediated via money?
Commons and communities are in a mutual, constitutional relationship. The market (place) is also a social construct and has its own social history. In the traditional sense,
the coordination of production happened via the feedback system of prices. For a long
time and in many cases, the enclosing and transaction costs per product were lower
than starting one’s own production. But when knowledge forms a central part of the
core of production, everything changes. The system of prices collapses.
The production of knowledge and artefacts are and have always been two sides of the
very same process: there is no knowledge without a carrier and there are no artefacts
without know-how. And, of course, in the same sense, there is no immaterial work,
just as there is no pure material work. When technology opens up the possibility of
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reorganising labour as “poeta faber”, to reunite theorie/praxis/poiesis, the production
of knowledge necessarily has, in this wholeness, the role of conceptualizing common
values. No machine, not even a computer, produces common values; they only realize
those values (theorie/praksis) conceptualised and constituted earlier . The traditional
nous poietikos, producing reason, now has a new quality of “general intellect” and
there is no need for exchange but for contributions to production. 22
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